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Emergency Response Staff Secondments  

Receiving Trust and Seconding Organisation Briefing Note 
This document provides a brief overview of the Information Governance (IG) arrangements associated with the 

secondment of non-trust staff to trusts to support trust administration and operations and clinical administration in 

response to the COVID-19 emergency.  

The key IG considerations 
1. The Regional IG Steering Group (IGSG) has approved the processing of confidential information by staff on 

secondment without the need for the seconded staff to complete the full range of IG training normally 

required by the receiving organisation where the seconding organisation has adequate IG arrangements in 

place.  (For example, a current “satisfactory” DSPT submission or membership of the Regional ISA 

framework.) 

2. If the seconded individual holds a current regulated professional registration that includes a professional duty 

of confidentiality, then a confidentiality agreement does not need to be signed. 

3. However, a confidentiality agreement needs to be signed between the trust (as the controller of the 

secondment), the seconding organisation as the employer of the secondee and the secondee himself or 

herself if the seconded individual does NOT hold a current regulated professional registration that includes a 

professional duty of confidentiality.  (This ensures binding contractual arrangements are in place between 

the trust and the secondee.) 

4. Secondee’s IG training status should be current and up to date. 

5. The nature and details of the work of the secondee and the information, data and records (electronic and 

paper) accessed by the secondee need to be controlled at all times by the trust when the secondee is 

working on behalf of the Trust.  This is necessary for compliance with GDPR and the Data Protection Act and 

is most likely also necessary for compliance with the trust’s professional indemnity cover. 

6. The secondee needs to be aware of and needs to apply the trust’s data security, protection and information 

governance policies and processes at all times when the Secondee is working on behalf of the trust.  

Secondees are required to confirm this as part of signing the confidentiality agreement. 

The process 
1. To minimise the administrative effort of implementing these arrangements the confidentiality agreements 

may be signed electronically using the Adobe Sign secure electronic signature platform rather than the 

traditional and currently less safe manual approach.  (Both options are available.)  This has been in use for IG 

approvals in the region for several years and its use is understood by trust Caldicott Guardians and Trust 

Managers. 

2. If the electronic signature method is used, the coordinating organisation (the CCG perhaps) provides details 

of all staff members (names and email addresses) to be seconded to each trust together with the details 

(name and email addresses again) of the authorised trust signatory and the person within the seconding 

organisation authorised to sign the confidentiality agreements on behalf of the seconding organisation. 

3. The Regional ISA administrator issues the confidentiality agreements to all parties. 

4. When each party has electronically signed the confidentiality agreement concerned a copy of the signed 

agreement is sent to all signatories (the trust, the seconding organisation and the secondee). 

Where the electronic signature method is used, the Regional ISA administrator will also retain a copy of the signed 

confidentiality agreement. 

If you have any queries or require further information before approving the confidentiality agreement document, 
please let us know on the ISA helpdesk (fhft.icsinformationgovernance@nhs.net). 
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